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Abstract— Recent advancements in attention
mechanisms have replaced recurrent neural networks
and its variants for machine translation tasks.
Transformer using attention mechanism solely achieved
state-of-the-art results in sequence modeling. Neural
machine translation based on the attention mechanism
is parallelizable and addresses the problem of handling
long-range dependencies among words in sentences
more effectively than recurrent neural networks. One of
the key concepts in attention is to learn three matrices,
query, key, and value, where global dependencies among
words are learned through linearly projecting word
embeddings through these matrices. Multiple query,
key, value matrices can be learned simultaneously
focusing on a different subspace of the embedded
dimension, which is called multi-head in Transformer.
We argue that certain dependencies among words could
be learned better through an intermediate context than
directly modeling word-word dependencies. This could
happen due to the nature of certain dependencies or
lack of patterns that lend them difficult to be modeled
globally using multi-head self-attention. In this work,
we propose a new way of learning dependencies through
a context in multi-head using convolution. This new
form of multi-head attention along with the traditional
form achieves better results than Transformer on the
WMT 2014 English-to-German and English-to-French
translation tasks. We also introduce a framework to
learn POS tagging and NER information during the
training of encoder which further improves results
achieving a new state-of-the-art of 32.1 BLEU, better
than existing best by 1.4 BLEU, on the WMT 2014
English-to-German and 44.6 BLEU, better than existing
best by 1.1 BLEU, on the WMT 2014 English-to-French
translation tasks. We call this Transformer++.
I. INTRODUCTION
Neural machine translation addresses the problem of
translating one language into another language using
neural networks. Typical encoder-decoder models read
the entire sentence from the source language and
encode it to a context vector. The task of the Decoder
is to read this encoded vector and emit the words in
the target language in a sequential fashion. Recurrent
neural network and their variants have typically
achieved state-of-the-art results in machine translation
tasks [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Attention mechanism along
with recurrent neural network has found usefulness to
learn long term dependencies as it allows to establish
alignment between words in input and output sequences
directly irrespective of the distances [1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
Recurrent neural networks are sequential in nature,
which makes them difficult to parallelize and exploit
GPU. It is also difficult to relate words separated
by long distances using a recurrent neural network
[11, 12, 13, 14].
Transformer[15] introduced in 2017 achieved
state-of-the-art results on machine translation task
using only attention mechanism eschewing recurrent
neural networks. This was significant given attention
mechanism based algorithms are parallelizable and
can exploit GPU. Attention mechanism has proven to
be useful as one can model dependencies of words in
sequences irrespective of the distance between them.
In attention mechanism, three matrices query, key
and value, are learned through backpropagation where
global dependencies among words are learned through
linearly projecting word embeddings through these
matrices. Multiple query, key and value matrices can
be learned through different representations, which
allows the model to attend to information from different
representation subspaces. This is called as multi-head
attention in Transformer [15].
Along with learning global dependencies among
words in self-attention [15], we argue that a machine
translation task may also benefit from learning
dependencies through an intermediate context than
directly modeling word-word dependencies. This could
happen due to the nature of certain dependencies that
lend them difficult to be modeled globally in multi-head
of self-attention or due to lack of patterns that makes
these dependencies not obvious when modeled directly
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among words. In this work, we propose a new
way of learning these dependencies in multi-head of
self-attention [15] using convolution[14, 16, 17]. We
explicitly model word-context dependencies, that is,
which words are more relevant to a context. The context
could be the summary of an entire sentence. This can
be thought of as a novel way of computing alignments
scores in the attention mechanism. In Transformer,
the attention scores are being calculated modeling
word-word dependencies, here we explicitly model
word-context dependencies in multi-head. For example,
consider the sentence ‘There is a fire in the mountain’.
For the query ‘fire’, we want a high attention score
for the word ‘mountain.’ It is observed using proposed
multi-head attention they are closer in the embedded
space, and we believe this helps learn these kinds of
dependencies better. Co-occurrences of words, such as
‘fire’ and ‘mountain’ may not be usual in a corpus;
hence globally modeling as dependencies between
words may be difficult. We also demonstrate that
using POS tagging and NER information during the
training of encoder helps in translation tasks and further
improves results. Using POS and NER information has
shown better results in recurrent neural networks in the
past [18, 19]. We incorporate that in attention based
encoder. To the best of our knowledge, this achieves a
new state-of-the-art in machine translation tasks on the
publicly available WMT 2014 English-to-German and
WMT 2014 English-to-French translation tasks. We call
it Transformer++.
II. BACKGROUND
Transformer achieved state-of-the-art results in
neural machine translation without using recurrent
neural networks and its variants. Sequential nature
and difficulty in modeling long-range dependencies
were drawbacks of recurrent neural networks and
related algorithms [12]. There has been work to reduce
sequential computational requirements in machine
translation tasks, and most of them are based on
using convolutional neural networks as building blocks
[11, 13, 14]. Still modeling long-range dependencies
is a challenge as the computational requirement grows
linearly or logarithmically in these algorithms [12,
15]. In [20] using a simple lightweight convolution
neural network, having a small number of parameters,
they achieved comparable results to the Transformer,
and using a dynamic convolutional network achieved
better results than the Transformer. These models
are also reported to be computationally faster than
Fig. 1: Transformer++ model architecture
the Transformer. This shows that convolutional neural
networks based algorithms also hold promise in
neural translation tasks and also competitive in
computation cost. In this work, we focus on improving
the Transformer architecture which is based on
self-attention and introduce the concept of modeling
words-context dependencies in multi-head along with
learning POS tagging and NER information. This
achieves a new state-of-the-art of 32.1 BLEU on the
WMT 2014 English-to-German and 44.6 BLEU on the
WMT 2014 English-to-French translation.
III. MODEL ARCHITECTURE
We use an encoder-decoder architecture as shown
in figure[1] for a sequence to sequence modeling
following the architecture presented in Transformer
[15]. We propose a new way to calculate attention
function to learn both proposed new multi-head and
traditional multi-head simultaneously. For a given H
(total number of multi heads), we use self-attention
in H/2 heads to capture global dependencies and
use Convolution based attention in H/2 heads to
capture dependencies through context. This explicitly
models word-context dependencies using Convolution
in H/2 heads. We demonstrate that word-context
dependencies will complement traditional multi-head.
Traditional multi-head can be thought of explicitly
modeling word-word dependencies, linearly projecting
words embeddings through three matrices query, key,
and value.
Fig. 2: Base Encoder
A. Encoder Stack
The encoder is composed of a base encoder followed
by the standard encoder proposed as in Transformer
[15]. The Base encoder is composed of a stack of
N = 2 layers to accommodate the learning of
POS tagging and NER, which we will explain later.
These two encoders have three sub-layers. The first
is a multi-head attention mechanism (self-attention
+ proposed context-word attention) layer, while the
second layer is a simple position-wise fully connected
feed-forward network followed by a linear + softmax
layer to train on POS/NER labels as shown in figure[2].
We use residual connection [21] around each of the
two multi-head and feed-forward layers followed by
layer normalization [22]. The idea is to use multi-task
learning to train encoder1 for part of speech tagging as
well as for machine translation. This allows the encoder
layer to attending the syntactic functions of the input
language. The encoder2 is again trained in a multi-task
manner. This encoder, along with machine translation,
is used for learning named entity recognition forcing
the encoder to attend to information extraction. The
output from encoder2 is connected to a minimum of 1
additional encoder, which is the same as proposed in the
Transformer. This encoder takes the output produced by
the base encoders to produce context encoder output.
The labels for part of speech tagging and named entity
recognition were obtained using the Spacy library.
B. Decoder Stack
We start with the decoder architecture in
Transformer[15] and propose changes in the multi-head
attention, which is a combination of self-attention and
convolution as shown in figure[1]. The decoder also
consists of N identical layers but doesn’t have the
extra linear and softmax layer used for POS and NER
classification in the encoder. A multi-Head attention is
also employed between the output of the final encoder
layer and the output of each decoder layer after
self-attention and feed-forward layer as in [15]. We
use residual connections and layer normalization as
employed in the encoder. The self-attention sub-layer
in the decoder uses masking to avoid looking at the
subsequent tokens. This masking ensures that the
predictions for position i can depend only on the
tokens less than i.
C. Attention
We use the scaled dot-product attention that takes
care of hard softmax problem [15] along with the
proposed contextword attention.
1) Scaled Dot-Product Attention: We used the
Scaled Dot-Product Attention in H/2 heads. The input
consists of queries (Q) and keys (K) of dimension dk,
and values (V) of dimension dv[15].
Attention(K,Q, V ) = softmax(QKT /
√
dk)V (1)
2) Convolution Attention: We propose two modules
for convolution attention. First is the adaptive sequence
module, which captures the local context for each
word. The other being an adaptive query module, which
captures the entire context for an input sequence as
shown in figure[3]. Convolution has a fixed context
window that helps in determining the importance
of a word in a local context. The input sequence
is first passed through a dilated causal convolution
kernel[14, 16, 17] which is depth-wise separable.
Causal convolution helps in ensuring that there is no
information leak while the weights across temporal
dimension F are softmax normalized so that a word
representation is a weighted average of the words
in a context. We use dilation [23] to increase the
receptive field of the context window. Convolution
being depth-wise helps in reducing the parameters
from d2F to dF where d is the dimension in word
representation and F is the filter size. The output of
Fig. 3: Convolution Attention
the dilated depth-wise casual convolution is a token
representation having a local context.
Adaptive sequence module calculates the following
local context for tth element in a sequence S across
channels d.
LocalConv(S,WA, t, d) =
Conv(S, softmax(WA), t, d) ;WA ∈ RF×d (2)
The output from the adaptive sequence module
represents the local context of a word across context
F .
Adaptive query module: The input sequence S is
passed through linear layers, W S and WQ, to obtain
the Query matrix, which gets convolved with the output
of the adaptive sequence module. This is conceptually
similar to obtaining context using recurrent neural
networks [1], hence the output of the linear layer after
multiplying with WQ is softmax normalized to obtain
the weighted sum of the projection from the linear layer
using W S. For a sequence S with length T the dynamic
query is given by :
Query =
T∑
t=1
(SWS)t softmaxt(S ×WQ) ;
WQ ∈ Rd &WS ∈ Rd×d (3)
DynamicConv(S, t, d) =
Conv1D(LocalConv,Query) (4)
In equation [4] above, Conv1 is simply computing
the dot product between LocalConv and Query. In new
multi-head, LocalConv is the word representation after
convolution and Query represents the context of the
entire sentence; hence attention score being computed
in word-context relations. LocalConv is conceptually
similar to the key matrix and DynamicConv as the value
matrix in self-attention.
D. Multi-Head Attention
For a given H (total number of multi-head),
we use H/2 self-attention heads to capture global
dependencies directly among words and use H/2
Convolution based heads to capture dependencies
among words through a context. We demonstrate this
novel way of capturing word-context dependencies
will complement traditional multi-head and help model
certain dependencies among words more meaningfully
though a context rather directly. For WO ∈ Rd×d.
MultiHead(S) = Concat(head1...headH)W
O (5)
headi,1:H/2 = SelfAttn(QW i
Q,KW i
K , V W i
V )
headH/2:H = DynamicConv(S, t, d)
Multi-head attention allows the model to attend
different subspace of the embedded dimension
simultaneously. In order to learn both the attention
jointly, the output from the convolution attention
and the self-attention, is concatenated and passed
through a linear layer as in [15]. In Table III-D,
we compare the complexities for different layer types
where n is the sequence length, d is the embedding
dimension and f refers to kernel size in convolution.
Introducing word-context attention using depthwise
separable convolution is of comparable cost.
IV. DATASETS AND TRAINING
We used the WMT 2014 English-German dataset and
WMT 2014 English - French dataset for training while
validating on newstest2013 and test on newstest2014.
We replicate the setup of Transformer for training
and used Adam optimizer [24] with the learning
rate presented in Transformer. Tokens were encoded
using byte-pair encoding [25]. Sentence pairs having
same sequence length were batched together for faster
computation.
We used a dropout [26] of 0.25 on the WMT En-De
and 0.15 on the WMT En-Fr along with residual
Layer Type Complexity
per Layer
Sequential
Operations
Minimum
Path
Length
Self-Attention O(n2.d) O(1) O(1)
Recurrent O(n.d2) O(n) O(n)
Convolution O(f.n.d2) O(1) O(log f(n))
Depthwise
Separable
Convolution
O(f.n.d) O(1) O(log f(n))
Table III-D
dropout and token embedding dropout with value
0.10. We use DropConnect [27] as a regularizer for
convolution operation. We train the WMT models on
4 GPUs for a total of 320K steps. We accumulate
the gradient for 10 steps before applying an update
[28]. The encoder and decoder both have N = 5
blocks to match the parameters of the Transformer with
encoder1,2 trained on POS and NER in a multi-task
manner. Both encoder and decoder have kernel size
F = 3, 5, 7, 11, 15 for each block respectively and
H = 16. We used stochastic weight averaging for the
last 10 checkpoints with beam search of 5 and length
penalty α = 0.5[29].
V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Performance of WMT on newstest2014 tests
Model Param WMT
En-De
WMT
En-Fr
Transformer
[15]
213M 28.4 41.8
Scaling Neural
Machine
Translation[28]
210M 29.3 43.2
Lightweight
and Dynamic
convolution[20]
213M 29.7 43.2
Data
Diversification
[30]
209M 30.7 −
MUSE[31] − 29.9 43.5
Transformer++ 212M 32.1 44.6
In Table[V], we compare the results of our algorithm
with other relevant state-of-the-art algorithms reported
on the WMT 2014 English-German dataset and
WMT 2014 English-French dataset. This new form of
multi-head attention along with the traditional form
achieves better results than Transformer by 1.8 BLEU
score on the WMT 2014 English-to-German and 1.9
BLEU on the WMT 2014 English-to-French translation
tasks. Training with POS tagging and NER information
further improves results achieving new state-of-the-art
of 32.1 BLEU, better than existing best [30] by
1.4 BLEU, on the WMT 2014 English-to-German
and 44.6 BLEU, better than the existing best [31]
by 1.1 BLEU, on the WMT 2014 English-to-French
translation tasks. To get some insights, we computed
the cosine similarity between the embedding of the
words ‘fire’ and ‘mountain’ in the example sentence
‘There is a fire in the mountain’, where we anticipated
word-context attention might help and bring ‘fire’
and ‘mountain’ closer in the embedded space. In
self-attention, the cosine similarity is 0.21 while in
the proposed method, computed from the embedding
in equation[2], it is 0.39 indicating they came closer.
In this work, we proposed novel ways of creating
word-context dependencies in multi-head self-attention
demonstrating it complements traditional form of
multi-head. We believe this will help the research
community to explore other methods to learn
dependencies in multi-head self-attention for neural
machine translation tasks. Incorporating POS tagging
and NER information in the training of encoder further
improves results. To the best of our knowledge, it is
the new state-of-the-art, and we call it Transformer++.
In the future, we plan to study more thoroughly
the usefulness of various components in the
encoder-decoder architecture, such as the optimal
number of encoder and decoder stacks required,
orthogonal value created from the proposed new
way of creating multi-head attention, sensitivity to
parameters, and explore learning word dependencies
more effectively in multi-head attention for neural
machine translation tasks.
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